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What was even more hilarious was the fact that Leon kept saying that he would not abandon her. Yet, Leon suddenly ended up

fleeing faster than a rabbit. Even four peak Acquired State Martial Artists could not catch up!

It was quite obvious how she would feel!

“You four idiots! You can’t even catch up to a regular person! What’s the point of having you around?!” The leader was furious.

He did not feel any true energy in Leon at all, which meant that Leon was not a martial artist. The only possibility was that Leon

ran faster than normal.

“It looks like I’ll have to do something!” The leader held back his anger as he leaped forward, immediately chasing after Leon.

His skills were much stronger than his four subordinates. In just a flash, he quickly caught up.

“Brat, stay down!” The leader sneered as he lashed out in an unbelievably threatening manner, quickly attacking Leon.

“Ah!”

Feeling the man’s attack, Leon was shocked as he fell to the ground, luckily avoiding his opponent’s attack.

The leader’s attack changed as it continued to head for Leon. He had a cold look on his face.

He was already sure that Leon was just a regular person, and Leon fell to the ground with nowhere to run.

There was no way Leon would avoid his attack!

Yet, before he could feel happy about himself, he was suddenly faced with Leon’s mocking expression.

No good!

The leader was incredibly experienced in combat, and immediately felt that something was wrong. Yet, he was already too late!

He saw Leon suddenly raising a leg, kicking the man between the legs with enough force to shatter stone.

The man looked incredibly shocked as he rapidly retreated, avoiding Leon’s dangerous attack.

However, Leon was already prepared for it. Leon flipped himself up and sent a full–powered punch right at

his chest!

Crack!

There was the clear sound of bone cracking as the leader spat out a mouthful of blood. He was sent flying, crashing into a tree

behind him as he fell on the ground.

“Ugh…” After he fell to the ground, the leader clutched his chest and spat out a few more mouthfuls of blood. He felt like the

bones in his body were in disarray. He almost fainted on the spot.

Leon was very strong, only slightly weaker than he was. He was careless and underestimated his opponent, allowing Leon to

succeed with his sneak attack, suffering heavy injuries.

“Brat, don’t even think about it!”

At that moment, the four peaks Acquired State experts already caught up, and all of them started to attack

Leon.

Leon was only afraid of the leader. After he heavily injured the leader with a trick, he had no more reservations. He faced the four

men’s attacks directly.

The peak Acquired State was only one level away from the initial Innate State, but the gap between the two was immense.

Even seven or eight peaks Acquired State martial artists working together would normally not be able to beat an initial Innate

State opponent.

Furthermore, Leon’s skills were already above the initial Innate State, and was only slightly away from the intermediate Innate

State.

How could four peaks Acquired State martial artists be a match for him?!

In just a moment, the four martial artists were completely defeated. They could no longer fight back!

“Not good!”

“This guy is an initial Innate State expert!”

“We fell for his tricks just now!”

The four martial artists were shocked and angered, finally understanding the situation. Yet, it was already

too late.
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